ORDER OF PROCEEDINGS

Introduction: Philip Marsden
First Session: Competition law and consumer protection-the debate is no longer about whether these two should be integrated, the question now is how . How do we ensure that consumer protection issues are adequately resourced and attended to by competition authorities?
. How do we ensure that competition policy and consumer protection issues and cases are resolved with as little conflict as possible with the other area?
. . Spotlight on financial services: when other policy areas override competition concerns, how best is this accomplished with a minimum of damage to the credibility of the competition regime?
. When OGDs request that businesses implement change (for environmental, social reasons, stimulating "innovation", procurement, other policy rationales), how best do competition authorities engage in this process to ensure that this does not induce anti-competitive conduct?
. . What is the appropriate model for adjudication at first instance of competition law? Administrative or judicial or a mixed?
. Does the nature of remedies sought affect the choice, having regard to the legal system? 
